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Abstract
One challenge of building future grid systems is to provide suitable application programming interfaces and
environments. In this chapter, we identify functional and non-functional properties for such environments. We then
review three existing systems that have been co-developed by the authors with respect to the identified properties:
ProActive, Ibis, and GAT. Apparently, no currently existing system is able to address all properties. However, from
our systems, we can derive a generic architecture model for grid application programming environments, suitable for
building future systems that will be able to address all the properties and challenges identified.

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002004265).
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1 Introduction
A grid, based on current technology, can be considered as a distributed system for which heterogeneity, wide-area
distribution, security and trust requirements, failure probability, as well as high latency and low bandwidth of communication links are exacerbated. Different grid middleware systems have been built, such as the Globus toolkit [39],
EGEE LCG and g-lite [12], ARC [35], Condor [20], Unicore [18], etc). All these systems provide similar grid services, and a convergence is in progress. As the GGF [22] definition of grid services tries to become compliant to Web
services technologies, a planetary-scale grid system may emerge, although this is not yet the case. We thus consider a
grid a federation of different heterogeneous systems, rather than a virtually homogeneous distributed system.
In order to build and program applications for such federations of systems, (and likewise application frameworks
such as problem solving environments or “virtual labs”), there is a strong need for solid high-level middleware, directly
interfacing application codes. Equivalently, we may call such middleware a grid programming environment. Indeed,
grid applications require the middleware to provide them with access to services and resources, in some simple way.
Accordingly, the middleware should implement this access in a way that hides heterogeneity, failures, and performance
of the federation of resources and associated lower-level services they may offer. The challenge for the middleware is
to provide applications with APIs that make applications more or less grid unaware (i.e. the grid becomes invisible).
Having several years of experience designing and building such middleware, we analyze our systems, aiming
at a generalization of their APIs and architecture that will finally make them suitable for addressing the challenges
and properties of future grid application programming environments. In Section 2, we identify functional and nonfunctional properties for future grid programming environments. In Section 3, we present our systems, ProActive, Ibis,
and GAT, and investigate which of the properties they meet already. In Section 4, we discuss related systems by other
authors. Section 5 then derives a generalized architecture for future grid programming environments. In Section 6 we
draw our conclusions and outline directions of future work.

2 Properties for grid application programming environments
Grid application programming environments provide both application programming interfaces (APIs) and runtime
environments implementing these interfaces, allowing application codes to run in a grid environment. In this section,
we outline the properties of such programming environments.

2.1 Non-functional properties
We begin our discussion with the non-functional properties as these are determining the constraints on grid API
functionality. As such, issues like performance, security, and fault-tolerance have to be taken into account when
designing grid application programming environments.
Performance
As high-performance computing is one of the driving forces behind grids, performance is the most prominent, nonfunctional property of the operations that implement the functional properties as outlined below. Job scheduling and
placement is mostly driven by expected execution times, while file access performance is strongly determined by
bandwidth and latency of the network, and the choice of the data transfer protocol and its configuration (like parallel
TCP streams [34] or GridFTP [2]). The trade-off between abstract functionality and controllable performance is a
classic since the early days of parallel programming [7]. In grids, it even gains importance due to the large physical
distances between the sites of a grid.
Fault tolerance
Most operations of a grid API involve communication with physically remote peers, services, and resources. Because
of this remoteness, the instabilities of network (Internet) communication, the fact that sites may fail or become unreacheable, and the administrative site autonomy, various error conditions arise. (Transient) errors are common rather
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Figure 1: Grid application execution scenario

than the exception. Consequently, error handling becomes an integral part, both of grid runtime environments and of
grid APIs.
Security and trust
Grids integrate users and services from various sites. Communication is typically performed across insecure connections of the Internet. Both properties require mechanisms for ensuring security of and trust among partners. A grid
API thus needs to support mutual authentication of users and resources. Access control to resources (authorization)
becomes another source of transient errors that runtime systems and their APIs have to handle. Besides authentication and authorization, privacy becomes important in Internet-based systems which can be ensured using encryption.
Whereas encryption need not be reflected in grid APIs themselves, users may notice its presence by degraded communication performance.
Platform independence
It is an important property for programming environments to keep the application code independent from details of
the grid platform, like machine names or file system layouts for application executables and data files. This needs to
be reflected in the APIs provided by a grid programming environment. The corresponding implementations need to
map abstract, application-level resources to their physical counterparts.

2.2 Functional properties
Figure 1 illustrates the involvement of programming environments in application execution scenarios. We envision the
following categories of necessary functionality.
Access to compute resources, job spawning and scheduling
Users enter application jobs to the grid via some form of job submission tool, like globusrun [39], or a portal like
GridSphere [32]. In simple cases, a job will run on a single resource or site. In more advanced scenarios, like dynamic
grid applications [3] or in the general case of task-flow applications [5, 37], a running job will spawn off further jobs
to available grid resources. But even the portal can be seen as a specialized grid application that needs to submit jobs.
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A job submission API has to take descriptions of the job and of suitable compute resources. Only in the simplest
cases will the runtime environment have (hard coded) information about job types and available machines. In any
real-world grid environment, the mapping and scheduling decision is taken by an external resource broker service [33].
Such an external resource broker is able to take dynamic information about resource availability and performance into
account.
Access to file and data resources
Any real-world application has to process some form of input data, be it files, data bases, or streams generated by
devices like radio telescopes [38] or the LHC particle collider [23]. A special case of input files is the provisioning
of program executable files to the sites on which a job has been scheduled. Similarly, generated output data has to be
stored on behalf of the users.
As grid schedulers place jobs on computationally suitable machines, data access immediately becomes remote.
Consequently, a grid file API needs to abstract from physical file locations while providing a file-like API to the
data (“open, read/write, close”). It is the task of the runtime environment to bridge the gap between seemingly local
operations and the remotely stored data files.
Communication between parallel and distributed processes
Besides access to data files, the processes of a parallel application need to communicate with each other to perform their
tasks. Several programming models for grid applications have been considered in the past, among which are MPI [25,
26, 27], shared objects [28], or remote procedure calls [11, 36]. Besides suitable programming abstractions, grid APIs
for inter-process communication have to take the properties of grids into account, like dynamic (transient) availability
of resources, heterogeneous machines, shared networks with high latency and bandwidth fluctuations. The trade-off
between abstract functionality and controllable performance is the crux of designing communication mechanisms for
grid applications. Besides, achieving mere connectivity is a challenging task for grid runtime environments, esp. in
the presence of firewalls, local addressing schemes, and non-IP local networks [17].
Application monitoring and steering
In case the considered grid applications are intended to be long running, users need to be in control of their progress
in order to avoid costly repetition of unsuccessful jobs. For this purpose, users need to inspect and possibly modify
the status of their application while it is running on some nodes in a grid. For this purpose, monitoring and steering interfaces have to be provided, such that users can interact with their applications. For this purpose, additional
communication between the application and external tools like portals or application managers are required.
As listed so far, we consider these properties as the direct needs of grid application programs. Further functionality,
like resource lookup, multi-domain information management, or accounting are of equal importance. However, we
consider such functionality to be of indirect need only, namely within auxiliary grid services rather than the application
programs themselves.

3 Existing grid programming environments
After having identified both functional and non-functional properties for grid application programming environments,
we now present three existing systems, developed by the authors and their colleagues. For each of them, we outline
their purpose and intended functionality, and we discuss which of the non-functional properties can be met. For the
three systems, ProActive, Ibis, and GAT, we also outline their architecture and implementation.

3.1 ProActive
ProActive is a Java library for parallel, distributed and concurrent computing, also featuring mobility and security in
a uniform framework. With a reduced set of simple primitives, ProActive provides a comprehensive API masking
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the specific underlying tools and protocols used, and allowing to simplify the programming of applications that are
distributed on a LAN, on a cluster of PCs, or on Internet Grids. The library is based on an active object pattern, on top
of which a component-oriented view is provided.
Architecture All active objects are running in a JVM and more precisely are attached to a Node hosted by it. Nodes
and active objects on the same JVM are indeed managed by a ProActive runtime (see Figure 2) which provides them
support/services, such as lookup and discovery mechanism for nodes and active objects, creation of runtime on remote
hosts, enactment of the communications according to the chosen transport protocol, security policies negociation, etc.
Numerous meta-level objects are attached to an active object in order to implement features like remote communication, migration, groups, security, fault-tolerance and components. A ProActive runtime inter operates with an open and
moreover extensible palette of protocols and tools; for communication and registry/discovery, security: RMI, Ibis, Jini
(for environment discovery), web service exportation, HTTP, RMI over ssh tunneling; for process (JVM) deployment:
ssh, sshGSI, rsh, Globus (through the JavaCog Kit API), LSF, PBS, Sun Grid Engine. Standard Java dynamic class
loading is considered as the means to solve provision of code.
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Figure 2: Application running on top of the ProActive architecture

3.1.1 Functional properties of ProActive
Access to computing resources, job spawning and scheduling Instead of having an API which mandates the
application to configure the infrastructure it must be deployed on, deployment descriptors are used. They collect all
the deployment information required when launching or acquiring already running ProActive runtimes (e.g. remote
login information, CLASSPATH value) and ProActive proposes the notion of a Virtual Node which serves to virtualize
the active object’s location in the source code (see figure 3). Besides, the mapping from a virtual node to effective
JVMs is managed via these deployment descriptors [9]. In summary, ProActive provides an open deployment system
(through a minimum size API, associated with XML deployment files) that enables to access and launch JVMs on
remote computing resources using an extensible palette of access protocols. ProActive provides a simple API to
trigger (weak) migration of active objects as a means to dynamically remap activities on the target infrastructure (e.g.
ProActive.migrateTo(Node anode)).
Communication for parallel processes Method calls sent to active objects are always asynchronous with transparent future objects and synchronization is handled by a mechanism known as wait-by-necessity [14]. Each active object
has its own thread of control, and decides in which order to serve the incoming method call requests. Based on a simple Meta-Object Protocol, a communication between those active objects follows the standard Java method invocation
syntax. Thus no specific API is required in order to let them communicate. ProActive provides an extension of this
to groups of active objects, as a typed group communication mechanism. On a Java class, named e.g. A, here is an
example of a typical group creation and method call
// A group of type "A" and its 3 members are created at once on the nodes
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ProActiveDescriptor pad = ProActive.getProActiveDescriptor(String xmlFileLocation);
//---- Returns a ProActiveDescriptor object from the xml file
VirtualNode dispatcher = pad.getVirtualNode("Dispatcher");
//---- Returns the VirtualNode Dispatcher described in the xml file as an object
dispatcher.activate()
// --- Activates the VirtualNode
Node node = dispatcher.getNode();
//-----Returns the first node available among nodes mapped to the VirtualNode
C3DDispatcher c3dDispatcher = ProActive.newActive("org.objectweb.proactive.core.
examples.c3d.C3DDispatcher", param, node);
//-----Creates an active object running class C3DDispatcher, on the remote JVM.

Figure 3: Example of a ProActive source code for descriptor-based mapping
// directly specified, parameters are specified in params,
Object[][] params = {{...}, {...}, {...}};
A ag = (A) ProActiveGroup.newGroup("A",params, {node1,node2,node3});
V vg=ag.foo(pg); // A typed group communication

The result of a typed group communication, which may also be a group, is transparently built at invocation time, with a
future for each elementary reply. It will be dynamically updated with the incoming results. Other features are provided
through methods of the group API: parameter dispatching instead of broadcasting, using scatter groups, explicit group
method call synchronization through futures (e.g. waitOne, waitAll), dynamic group manipulation by first getting
the group representation, then add, remove of members. Groups provide an object oriented SPMD programming
model [6].
Application monitoring and steering ProActive applications can be monitored transparently by an external application, written in ProActive: IC2D (Interactive Control and Debugging for Distribution) [9]. Once launched, it is
possible to select some hosts (and implicitly all corresponding virtual nodes, nodes, and hosted active objects): this
triggers the registration of a listener of all sort of events that occur (send of method calls, reception of replies, waiting
state); they are sent to IC2D, then graphically presented. IC2D provides a drag-and-drop migration of active objects
from one JVM to an other, which can be considered as a steering operation. A job abstraction enables to consider at
once the whole set of activities and JVMs that correspond to the specific execution of an application. Graphical job
monitoring is then provided, e.g. to properly kill it.
3.1.2 Non-functional properties of ProActive
Performance As a design choice, communication is asynchronous with futures. Compared to traditional futures,
(1) they are created implicitly and systematically, (2) and can be passed as parameters to other active objects. As
such, performance may come from a good overlapping of computation and communication. If pure performance is a
concern, then ProActive should preferably use Ibis instead of standard RMI, as the transport protocol [24].
Fault tolerance Non functional exceptions are defined and may be triggered, for each sort of feature that may
fail due to distribution. Handlers are provided to transparently manage those non-functional exceptions, giving the
programmer the ability to specialize them. Besides, a ProActive application can transparently be made fault-tolerant.
On user demand, a transparent checkpointing protocol, designed in relation with an associated recovery protocol, can
be applied. Once any active object is considered failed, the whole application is restarted from a coherent global state.
The only user’s involvement is to indicate in the deployment descriptor, the location of a stable storage for checkpoints.
Security and trust The ProActive security framework allows to configure security according to the deployment of
the application. Security mechanisms apply to basic features like communication authentication, integrity, confidentiality to more high-level ones like object creation or migration (e.g. a node may accept or deny the migration of
an active object according to its provenance). Security policies are expressed outside the application, in a security
descriptor attached to the deployment descriptor that the application will use. Policies are negotiated dynamically by
the participants involved in a communication, a migration, or a creation, be they active objects or nodes, and according
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Figure 4: API’s and architecture of the Ibis system

to their respective IP domain and ProActive runtime they are hosted by. The security framework is based on PKI. It is
possible to tunnel over SSH all communications towards a ProActive runtime, as such multiplexing and demultiplexing all RMI connections or HTTP class loading requests to that host through its ssh port. For users, it requires only
to specify in ProActive deployment descriptors, for instance, which JVMs should export their RMI objects through a
SSH tunnel.
Platform independence ProActive is built in such a way as it does not require any modification to the standard Java
execution environment, nor does it make use of a special compiler, pre-processor or modified virtual machine.

3.2 Ibis
The Ibis Grid programming environment [42] has been developed to provide parallel applications with highly efficient
communication API’s. Ibis is based on the Java programming language and environment, using the “write once, run
anywhere” property of Java to achieve portability across a wide range of Grid platforms. Ibis aims at Grid-unaware
applications. As such, it provides rather high-level communication API’s that hide Grid properties and fit into Java’s
object model.
The Ibis runtime system architecture is shown in Figure 4. Ibis can be configured dynamically at run time, allowing to combine standard techniques that work “anywhere” (e.g., using TCP) with highly-optimized solutions that
are tailored for special cases, like a local Myrinet interconnect. The Ibis Portability Layer (IPL), that provides this
flexibility, consists of a small set of well-defined interfaces. The IPL can have different implementations, which can
be selected and loaded into the application at run time.
The IPL allows configuration via properties (key-value pairs), like for the serialization method that is used, reliability, message ordering, performance monitoring support, etc. Whereas the layers on top of IPL request certain
properties, the Ibis instantiation is using local configuration files containing information about the locally available
functionality (like being reliable or unreliable, or having ordered broadcast communication). At startup, Ibis tries
to load each of the implementations listed in the file, and checks if they adhere to the required properties, until all
requirements have been met. If this is impossible, properties are re-negotiated with the layers on top of IPL.
3.2.1 Non-functional properties of Ibis
Performance
For Ibis, performance is the paramount design criterion. The IPL provides communication primitives using send ports
and receive ports. A careful design of these ports and primitives allows flexible communication channels, streaming
of data, efficient hardware multicast and zero-copy transfers.
The layer above the IPL creates send and receive ports, which are connected to form a unidirectional message
channel, see Figure 5. New (empty) message objects can be requested from send ports, and data items of any type can
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m = sendPort.getMessage();
m.writeInt(3);
m.writeIntArray(a);
m.writeIntSlice(b, 0, 100);
m.writeObject(o);
m.send();

send port

receive port

m = receivePort.receive();
i = m.readInt();
a = m.readIntArray();
m.readIntSlice(b, 0, 100);
o = m.readObject();
m.finish();

Figure 5: Ibis send ports and receive ports

be inserted incrementally, allowing for streaming of long messages. Both primitive types and arbitrary objects can be
written. When all data is inserted, the send primitive can be invoked on the message.
The IPL offers two ways to receive messages, the port’s blocking receive primitive, as well as upcalls, providing
the mechanism for implicit message receipt.
Fault tolerance
Currently, the Ibis runtime system provides transparent fault tolerance for the Satin divide-and-conquer API (see
below) [45]. Fault tolerance for other programming models is subject to ongoing work.
Security and trust
Ibis is focusing on communication between processes. Currently, it supports encrypted communication by incorporating the secure socket layer (SSL) in its communication protocol stack [17]. Issues like authentication and authorization
are beyond the scope of Ibis.
Platform independence
Platform independence is mostly addressed by using Java. Besides, the IPL’s dynamic loading facility hides many
properties of the underlying resources and networks from the application.
3.2.2 Functional properties of Ibis
Access to compute resources, job spawning and scheduling
The API’s provided by Ibis focus on communication between parallel processes. As such, they do not provide access
to compute resources, job spawning, or scheduling systems. Instead, Ibis assumes that underlying Grid middleware
takes care of scheduling and starting an Ibis application. The Ibis model does not prevent settings with processes
joining and leaving running applications, however, such dynamically changing process groups are not exposed to the
application.
Access to file and data resources
As Ibis is hiding the Grid environment from the application, its API’s do not provide access to Grid file and data
resources either. As with compute resources, Ibis assumes underlying middleware (like the Java GAT [4]) to provide
such functionality, if needed.
Communication between parallel and distributed processes
As shown in Figure 4, Ibis provides a set of communication API’s on top of the IPL. Besides the API’s shown in
the figure and discussed below, Ibis also supports CCJ [31], a simple set of collective communication operations,
inspired by MPI [30]. An implementation of the MPJ [15] message passing API has been added recently. Support for
GridSuperscalar [5] is subject to ongoing work.
RMI For basic, object-based communication, Ibis provides Java’s standard remote method invocation (RMI) [42].
The Ibis RMI implementation is optimized for high performance between remote processes [42].
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RepMI Using RMI for globally shared objects can lead to serious performance degradation as almost all method
invocations have to be performed remotely across a Grid network. For applications with high read/write ratios to their
shared objects, replicated objects can perform better, as all read operations become local, and only write operations
need to be broadcast to all replicas, as implemented in replicated method invocation (RepMI) [28].
With RepMI, groups of replicated objects are identified by the programmer using special marker interfaces (like
with Java RMI). The Ibis runtime system works together with a byte code rewriter (similar to RMI’s rmic) that understands the special marker interfaces and generates communication code for the respective classes.
GMI Compared to RepMI, group method invocation (GMI) [29] can provide more relaxed consistency among object
groups, favoring higher performance and much better flexibility. GMI is a conceptual extension of RMI, also allowing
groups of stubs and skeletons to communicate, allowing RMI-like group communication. In GMI, methods can be
invoked either on a single stub, or collectively on a group of stubs. Likewise, invocations can be handled by an
individual skeleton or a group of skeletons. Complex communication patterns among stubs and skeletons can be
deployed, depending on the communication semantics. Schemes for method invocation and result handling can be
combined orthogonally, providing a wide spectrum of operations that span, among others, both synchronous and
asynchronous RMI, future objects, and collective communication as known from MPI.
Satin Divide-and-conquer parallelism is provided using the Satin interface [41], shown in Figure 6. The application
first extends the Spawnable marker interface, indicating to the byte code rewriter to generate code for parallel execution. An application class then extends the SatinObject class and implements its marker interface, together tagging
the recursive invocations as asynchronous. The sync method blocks until all spawned invocations have returned their
result.
interface FibInterface extends ibis.satin.Spawnable {
public long fib(long n);
}
class Fib extends ibis.satin.SatinObject implements FibInterface
public long fib(long n) {
if(n < 2) return n;
long x = fib(n-1); /* spawn, tagged in FibInterface
long y = fib(n-2); /* spawn, tagged in FibInterface
sync();
/* from ibis.satin.SatinObject
return x + y;
}
}

{
*/
*/
*/

Figure 6: Satin code example for the Fibonacci numbers
Each spawned method invocation creates an invocation record that is stored locally in a work queue. Idle processors
obtain work by an algorithm called cluster-aware random work stealing (CRS). It has been shown in [43] that CRS can
execute parallel applications very efficiently in Grid environments while the application code is completely shielded
from Grid peculiarities by the Satin interface.
Application monitoring and steering Application monitoring and steering are not provided explicitly by Ibis; this
is subject to ongoing work.

3.3 GAT
The Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) aims to enable scientific applications in grid environments. It helps to integrate
grid capabilities in application programs, by providing a simple and stable API with well known API paradigms (e.g.
POSIX like file access), interfacing to grid resources and services, abstracting details of underlying grid middleware.
This allows to interface to different versions or implementations of grid middleware without any code change in the
application.
To illustrate how the GAT can be used, Figure 7 shows a complete C++ program performing a remote file access
– it reads the file given as command line argument and prints its content on stdout.
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#include <iostream>
#include <GAT.hpp>
int main (int argc, char** argv) {
try {
GAT::Context
context;
GAT::FileStream file (context, GAT::Location (argv[1]));
char buffer[1024] = "";
while ( 0 < file.Read (buffer, sizeof (buffer) - 1) )
std::cout << buffer;

}

}
catch (GAT::Exception const &e) {
std::cerr << e.GetMessage() << std::endl;
}
return (0);

Figure 7: GAT example in C++ for a cat.

To the application, the file access method actually used is completely transparent – it could be ssl, ftp, grid-ftp or
libc. The GAT takes care of translating these calls to the appropriate middleware operations, by preserving the defined
semantics.
3.3.1 Functional properties of GAT
The GAT API specification covers the six following areas:
(1) physical files
(2) logical files
(3) communication

(4) compute resources
(5) monitoring and steering
(6) persistent meta data and information

These areas have been derived from application use cases in the GridLab [3] project, and are not intended to
provide complete coverage of grid capabilities. Hence, GAT is not intended to cover every application use case in
grids (although the GAT authors tried to extend the scope to other probable use cases).
Simplicity is the major constraint for the API specification, along with the requirement to reuse well known API
paradigms wherever possible. These constraints lead to the API as described in more detail in [4].
The GAT API addresses all functional properties as listed in Section 2.2. However, there is one notable exception:
GAT does not provide any high-performance inter process communication. GAT’s communication mechanisms are
aimed at application steering and control and support only simple pipes. High-performance communication between
parallel processes is considered to be beyond the scope of GAT.
Architecture The GAT architecture [4] follows 2 major design goals: (a) the API layer is to be independent from
the grid environment; and (b) bindings to the grid environments must be exchangeable/extendable at runtime, on user
and/or administrator level. This implies that the API layer cannot implement the API capabilities directly, but has
to dynamically dispatch the calls to a lower, exchangeable layer. That principle is reflected in the API as shown in
Figure 8.
A thin API layer with GAT syntax interfaces to the application. The calls are forwarded to the GAT engine, which
dynamically dispatches the API calls to the adaptor layer. Adaptors are modules which implement the semantics of
the call and bind the GAT to specific a grid middleware.
Recently, the Global Grid Forum (GGF) has formed a research group (SAGA-RG – Simple API for Grid Applications) to standardize a grid API. The GAT group is actively taking part in this group. In fact, the SAGA design will be
very similar to the GAT design. However, SAGA prescribes only the API, not the architecture of any implementation.
3.3.2 Non-functional properties of GAT
Performance In grid environments, network latency and remote service delays form a major performance problem.
Compared to that, any overhead imposed by the local implementation is small. Hence, the GAT engine’s dynamic
system of adaptor selection and call dispatching introduces little overhead, when compared to the total call execution
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time. However, GAT can be configured to make optimal use of available resources. For example, a system administrator may want to install/configure a file movement adaptor using a locally-available high-speed LAN. Also, as in all
grid applications, adaptor-level caching mechanisms are encouraged to minimize network latencies.
Fault Tolerance Upon failure of a grid operation, the GAT engine is falls back to other adaptors. For example, if a
GSI adaptor fails to create a coomunication channel, a SSH adaptor would be tried, and may succeed. That process is
transparent to the application.
By abstracting the grid operations from the application, fault tolerance is much easier to provide, and can be
hidden from the end user. But error reporting and auditing are crucial for the user. GAT supports both, and returns a
hierarchical stack trace of call information for all operations performed.
On adaptor level, fault tolerance is implemented in whichever manner is suitable for the grid environment the
adaptor binds to.
Security and Trust GAT can only be as secure as its adaptors – the engine itself does not perform remote operations
and cannot directly enforce any security. However, the engine provides the means to implement a coherent security
model across all adaptors. Also, a minimal security level (local, ssh, gsi etc.) can be specified via user and
system preferences, and prevents less secure adaptors from being used. Ultimately, the trust relationship lies with the
adaptors, and with the grid middleware, rather than with GAT. GAT merely delegates, capabilities as well as security.
Platform Independence Platform, environment and language independence has been a major objective of the GAT
implementation. The GAT reference implementation is written in ANSI-C/ISO-C99, is natively developed on Windows and Linux, and has been ported to MacOS-X, Solaris, IRIX, Linux-64 and other UNIX’s. A native Java GAT
implementation is also available, which by design is platform independent.
The GAT architecture makes it usable on any grid environment providing a set of adaptors. GAT comes with
a set of local adaptors, binding the API to the libc – hence it is possible to develop complex grid applications on
disconnected systems, and to later run the same executable on a full scale grid.
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GAT adaptors exist to GridLab services [3], to Globus (pre Web Services) [39], to ssh/ssl/sftp, and to the Unicore Resource Broker [18]. Ongoing work is addressing adaptor development for specific experiments or projects,
like to the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [8], or for dynamic light-path allocation for file transfer. The Java GAT
implementation uses the CoG Toolkit [44] to bind to various Globus incarnations.

3.4 Summary
We summarize the comparison of our three systems in Table 1. There, bullet points indicate properties that are
addressed while hollow circles refer to unaddressed properties. From the table it becomes obvious that the three
systems have been designed for somewhat different purposes. These choices directly influence which (functional and
non-functional) properties are addressed, actually.
Property

ProActive
Non-Functional Properties
performance
•
fault tolerance
•
security / trust
•/◦
platform independence
•
Functional Properties
resources / job spawning / scheduling
•/•/◦
files / data resources
◦/◦
parallel / distributed communication
•/•
application monitoring / steering
•/◦

Ibis

GAT

•
•
•/◦
•

◦
•
•/◦
•

◦/◦/◦
◦/◦
•/•
◦/◦

•/•/•
•/•
◦/•
•/•

Table 1: Comparison of the three frameworks

4 Related work
Besides the ones presented, there are various other grid programming environments. First of all, one has to name
the “native” grid APIs and environments, such as Condor [20] and Globus [39]. These systems reach deep into the
fabric layer of the grid, but also provide programming interfaces for higher levels. However, these interfaces are often
conceived as being unfit for application development, in terms of complexity and dependency on the actual middleware
and its configuration.
The Java CoG [44] has been an early valiant effort to offer low level grid capabilities to applications. First, CoG
has been a wrapper around early Globus versions. The CoG became a reimplementation of large parts of Globus, to
get independent of the Globus development cycle. Nowadays, CoG has a very similar architecture to GAT, and to the
general architecture presented in Section 5. CoG is, as GAT, one of the major supporters for the GGF SAGA API
effort.
Early versions of the Java CoG have been binding directly and exclusively to a specific Globus version. In fact, that
approach was taken in other projects as well, with the main objective to abstract the complexity of grid programming
for the end user. However, that approach can not be kept in sync with neither the dynamic grid environment, nor with
the progress of the grid middleware development.
Various MPI implementations aim at supporting large parallel applications in grids. MPICH-G [19] is using Globus
communication facilities. PACX-MPI [26] is an MPI implementation which can efficiently handle WAN connectivity.
Both packages (and others with the same scope) are widely used in the community.
Remote steering has been an interesting target for distributed applications for a long time. It seems to be one of the
areas which could benefit significantly from the use of grid paradigms – the absence of a suitable distributed security
framework has hindered the widespread use of remote steering until now. The Reality Grid Project [13] is providing
one example of a grid-based steering infrastructure, based on the concepts of OGSA and Web Services. The Reality
Grid Project is also one of the supporters of the GGF SAGA API.
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Figure 9: Generic runtime architecture model

ICENI [21] is a grid middleware framework with an added value to the lower-level grid services. It is a system
of structured information that allows to match applications with heterogenous resources and services, in order to
maximise utilisation of the grid fabric. Applications are encapsulated in a component-based manner, which clearly
separates the provided abstraction and its possibly multiple implementations. Implementations are selected at runtime, so as to take advantage of dynamic information, and are selected in the context of the application, rather than a
single component. This yields to an execution plan specifying the implementation selection and the resources upon
which they are to be deployed. Overall, the burden of code modification for specific grid services is shifted from the
application designer to the middleware itself.

5 Generic architecture model
Our three systems, ProActive, Ibis, and GAT, provide API functionality that partially overlaps, and partially complements each other. A much stronger similarity, however, can be observed from their software architectures, which is
due to the non-functional properties of platform independence, performance, and fault tolerance. These properties
strongly call for systems that are able to dynamically adjust themselves to the actual grid environment underneath.
Figure 9 shows the generic architecture for grid application programming environments that can address the properties identified in Section 2.
• Application code is programmed exclusively using the API’s provided by the envisioned grid application programming environment. We distinguish between grid-aware (lower level) and grid-unaware (higher level) API’s.
Both kinds of API’s will be needed, depending on the purpose of the application. For example, one kind of application might simply wish to use some invisible computational “power” provided by the grid (as intended
by the power grid metaphor) while others might want to interact explicitly with specific resources like given
databases or scientific instruments.
• The API’s are implemented by a runtime engine. The engine’s most important task is to delegate API invocations
to the right service or resource. In the presence of transient errors and of varying performance, this delegation
becomes a non-trivial task. In fact, the runtime engine should implement sophisticated strategies to bind requests
to the best-suited service. Whereas possibly many services might fulfill a given request, the choice among them
is guided purely by non-functional properties like service availability, performance, and security level.
• Delegation to a selected service can be achieved by dynamically loaded proxies. Dynamic binding is important
for separating application programs from the actual grid execution environments. This way, applications can
also be executed in new (versions of) environments that came to existence only after an application has been
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written. Besides for platform independence, this dynamic binding is necessary for handling of transient error
conditions at runtime.
• For resource and service selection purposes, the runtime engine needs configuration information to provide the
right bindings. Current implementations (like ProActive, Ibis, and GAT) mostly rely on configuration files,
provided by system administrators, describing the properties of given machines in a grid. However, some
configuration information is of more dynamic nature and requires dynamic monitoring and information services
to provide up-to-date information. Examples are access control for users and resources, and performance data
about network connections that might impact resource selection.
It is obvious that current grid application programming environments comply only partially to this architecture.
However, with the advent of more sophisticated grid middleware, like grid component architectures, or widely deployed monitoring and information services, also programming environments will be able to benefit and provide more
flexible, better performing, and failure-resilient services to applications.

6 Conclusions and future directions
Grids can be considered as distributed systems for which heterogeneity, wide-area distribution, security and trust
requirements, failure probability, as well as latency and bandwidth of communication networks are exacerbated. Such
platforms currently challenge application programmers and users. Tackling these challenges calls for significantly
advanced application programming environments.
We have identified a set of functional and non-functional properties of such future application programming environments. Based on this set, we have analyzed existing environments, emphasizing ProActive, Ibis, and GAT, which
have been developed by the authors and their colleagues, which we also consider to be among the currently most
advanced systems.
Our analysis has shown that none of our systems curently addresses all properties. This is mostly due to the
different application scenarios for which our systems have been developed. Based on our analysis, we have identified
a generic architecture for future grid programming environments that allows building systems that will be capable of
addressing the complete set of properties, and will thus be able to overcome today’s problems and challenges.
A promising road to implementing our envisioned grid application programming environment is to explore a
component-oriented approach, as also proposed in [40]. To date, GridKit [16] seems to be unique in effectively
applying such a component-based approach to both the runtime environment and the application layer of a grid platform. Most existing component-based systems address applications only, like [1, 21] or the implementation of Fractal
components using ProActive [10].
The inherent openness, introspection and reconfiguration capabilities offered by a component-oriented approach
appear promising for implementing both grid programming environments and applications that are portable, adaptive,
self-managing, and self-healing. Implementing such properties will require advanced decision taking and planning
inside the runtime engine. Applying a component-oriented approach will thus complement the generic architecture
identified in this chapter. Components will be the building blocks that ae assembled and reassembled at run time,
yielding flexible grid application environments.
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